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Abstract 
  
Human activities have increased the input of bioavailable nitrogen into the rivers and 
streams across the world. This has caused harmful effects on ecosystem and human 
health, so that U.S. National Academy of Engineering has identified restoring balance to 
the nitrogen cycle as one of the 14 Grand Challenges facing engineers in the 21st Century. 
Biogeochemical processing of nitrogen in the hyporheic zone of streams, on the other 
hand, is thought to be an effective pathway for removing excess nitrate in these systems. 
In this thesis, I used a previously published method, called PASS model, to calculate 
direct denitrification velocity of nitrate ( vf ,Dw ), which is defined as the ratio of the flux of 
nitrogen gas generated by direct denitrification and in-stream concentration of nitrate. I 
aimed to calibrate PASS model parameters and validate its results with a well-known set 
of data that was collected as part of the second lotic intersite nitrogen experiment (LINX 
II) across 72 streams in the United States. Altogether, I calibrated four fundamental 
parameters of the PASS model, including hyporheic exchange flux coefficient ( a ), rate 
constant of dissolved organic carbon mineralization ( Rmin ,0 ), nitrification rate constant (
kNI ), and denitrification rate coefficient (κ ). I interpreted the results of the calibration by 
using Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) and Bootstrap techniques. At the end I cross-
validated the results from the calibrated PASS model with the LINXII data, in terms of 
two indicating uptake velocities, namely oxygen and nitrate uptake velocities and I 
performed a model goodness analysis reporting Nash-Sutcliff efficiency for each set of 
the model validation results.  
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Notations 			
a hyporheic exchange flux coefficient (-) 
AR aerobic respiration 
BIC Bayesian information criterion 
CH2O formaldehyde representing dissolved organic carbon 
CI confidence interval 
CO2 carbon dioxide (mol m-3 s-1) 
CNH4+  concentration of ammonium (mol m
-3 s-1) 
CNO3−  concentration of nitrate (mol m
-3 s-1) 
CO2  concentration of oxygen (mol m
-3 s-1) 
CS-NH4+  in-stream concentration of ammonium (mol m
-3 s-1) 
CS-NO3−  in-stream concentration of nitrate (mol m
-3 s-1) 
CS-O2  in-stream concentration of oxygen (mol m
-3 s-1) 
DN  denitrification  
DOC dissolved organic carbon 
dS depth of stream (m) 
d50 median grain size diameter of the streambed (mm) 
ER ecosystem respiration (mol m-2 s-1) 
E τ( )  probability density function form of the hyporheic zone residence time distribution (s-1)  
FN fraction of nitrate  
g gravitational constant (m s-2) 
GPP gross primary production (mol m-2 s-1) 
H  height of ripples (m) 
κ  denitrification rate coefficient (-) kNI nitrification rate constant (m3 mol-1 s-1)  
KNO3−
sa t  half-saturation constant for denitrification (mol m-3)  
KO2
inh
 oxygen inhibition of denitrification ( mol m
-3)  
KO2
sa t
 half-saturation constant for aerobic respiration (mol m
-3)  
λ  wavelength of a ripple (m)  LINX II second lotic intersite nitrogen experiment 
m empirical parameter (-) 
MLR multiple linear regression 
MTL mass transfer limited 
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NI  nitrification 
NSE Nash-Sutcliff efficiency  
PASS pumping and streamline segregation model  
POC particulate organic carbon 
Q stream discharge (m3 s-1)  
qH hyporheic exchange flux (m s-1)  
qH,0 characteristic hyporheic exchange flux (m s-1)  
qU horizontal component of ambient groundwater flux (m s-1)  
qV vertical component of ambient groundwater flux (m s-1)  
RAR rate of aerobic respiration (mol m-3 s-1)  
RDN rate of denitrification (mol m-3 s-1)  
Rmin rate of mineralization of sediment organic matter (mol m-3 s-1)  
Rmin,0 site-specific mineralization rate at the sediment-water interface (mol m-3 s-1) 
RNI rate of nitrification (mol m-3 s-1)  
RMSE root mean squared error 
s0 streambed slope 
SEMS structural equation models 
τ  travel time through the hyporheic zone (s)  
τ R  respiration timescale (s) 
τ 0  characteristic time for organic carbon mineralization (s) 
τ 50  median residence time (s) 
θ  porosity (-) 
UN2 ,Dw  flux of nitrogen gas out of the streambed by direct denitrification of stream 
nitrate (mol m-2 s-1)   
UN2 ,Dn  flux of nitrogen gas out of the streambed by coupled denitrification-denitrification (mol m-2 s-1)  
UNO3−  flux of nitrate out of the sediment (mol m
-2 s-1)   
vf total nitrate uptake velocity (m s-1)   
vf ,Dw  direct denitrification (m s
-1)  
vf ,Dn  coupled nitrification-denitrification (m s
-1)  
vf ,MTL  nitrate uptake under mass transfer limited conditions (m s
-1)  
vf,O2
field
 uptake	velocity	of	oxygen	reported	by	LINX	II	study	(m s-1)  
vf,O2
PASS
 uptake	velocity	of	oxygen	from	PASS	model	(m s-1)  
vfdenfield  direct	denitrification	uptake	velocity	reported	by	LINX	II	study	(m s-1)  
vf,DWPASS  direct	denitrification	uptake	velocity	from	PASS	model	(m s-1)  
VIF variance	inflation	factor	
z0  characteristic sediment where organic carbon mineralization takes place (m)	
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1. Introduction 
Over the past century humans more than doubled the input of bioavailable nitrogen to 
terrestrial landscapes, primarily in the form of fertilizer for agricultural applications 
[Kaushal et al., 2008; Lassaletta et al., 2009]. Much of this excess nitrogen finds its way 
to streams and rivers through point and non-point sources of pollution, including return 
flows from irrigated agriculture, runoff from confined animal feeding operations, septic 
tank leachate, and partially treated municipal wastewater discharges, to name a few 
[Yates, 1985; Jongbloed and Lenis, 1998; Carey and Migliaccio, 2009]. The 
environmental impacts of this nitrogen pollution are myriad, including eutrophication of 
inland and coastal waters [Ryther and Dunstan, 1971; Smith et al., 1999; Cook et al., 
2006], ocean acidification [Keeling et al., 2010; Cai et al., 2011, Chan et al., 2016], and 
greenhouse gas generation  [Kroeze et al., 1999; Beaulieu et al., 2011; Steffen et al. 2015; 
Marzadri et al., 2017]. Thousands of stream, river, lake, groundwater, and coastal sites in 
the U.S. are classified as impaired for nitrogen by the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency [Schot and van der Wal, 1992, Hancock, 2002; U.S. E.P.A, 2017]. The U.S. 
National Academy of Engineering has identified restoring balance to the nitrogen cycle 
as one of the 14 Grand Challenges facing engineers in the 21st Century [U.S. NAE, 2017]. 
 
The environmental and human health consequences of nitrogen pollution are mitigated, to 
some degree, by in-stream treatment; i.e., the natural ability of streams and rivers to 
remove nitrate by direct denitrification (microbial reduction of stream nitrate to harmless 
dinitrogen gas) and ammonium by coupled nitrification-denitrification (the microbial 
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oxidation of ammonium to nitrate followed by its subsequent reduction to dinitrogen gas) 
[Grathwohl et al., 2013]. On the other hand, incomplete denitrification of nitrate in 
streams and rivers can lead to the emission of nitrous oxide, a potent greenhouse gas 
[Beaulieu et al., 2011; Marzardri et al., 2017]. Thus, relative to nitrogen pollution, 
streams and rivers perform both an ecosystem service (removal of in-stream nitrogen by 
direct denitrification and coupled nitrification-denitrification) and ecosystem disservice 
(generation of nitrous oxide through incomplete denitrification).   
 
Biogeochemical processing of nitrogen in streams is thought to occur mostly in the 
hyporheic zone [Zarnetske et al., 2012; Harvey et al., 2013], defined as the portion of the 
streambed where hydrologic flow paths begin and end in the stream [Gooseff, 2010; 
Boano et al. 2014]. Because denitrification requires anoxic conditions, its onset in the 
hyporheic zone is controlled by a balance between the removal of oxygen by aerobic 
respiration (respiration time scale, τ R ) and the residence time of water in the hyporheic 
zone (median residence time, τ 50 ), sometimes expressed by the dimensionless 
Damköhler number Da = τ 50 τ R( )  (Zarnetske et al. [2011, 2012]; Harvey et al. [2013]; 
Gomez-Velez et al. [2015]; Azizian et al. [2017]). A trade-off may arise in which nitrate 
uptake by the hyporheic zone is reduced when the Damköhler number is either too large 
or too small. For large values ( Da≫1) redox conditions in the hyporheic zone are 
favorable for denitrification but the slow movement of solutes limits the mass of nitrate 
that can be removed (mass transfer-limited conditions). For small values ( Da≪1) nitrate 
passes through the hyporheic zone largely unreacted because redox conditions are 
unfavorable for denitrification (reaction-limited conditions). Optimal nitrate uptake may 
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occur when the transport and respiration timescales are roughly equal; i.e., when Da ≈1  
[Harvey et al., 2013; Gomez et al., 2015; Herzog et al., 2015].   
 
An unsolved challenge is how the concepts described above can be scaled up to entire 
stream networks. Such information is needed for a number of practical end points, 
including assessment of the contribution of streams and rivers to global nitrogen budgets 
[Kiel and Cardenas, 2014; Gomez-Velez et al., 2015] and global nitrous oxide production 
[Marzadri et al., 2014, 2017], as well as better management of point and non-point 
source nitrogen pollution within urban and agricultural landscapes [Grathwohl et al., 
2013; Belmont and Foufoula-Georgiou, 2017]. In this thesis project I worked with my 
mentors at UC Irvine (Professors Stanley Grant, Megan Rippy, and PhD graduate student 
Ms. Morvarid Azizian) to develop, calibrate, and validate a coupled physical and 
biokinetic model for denitrification in the hyporheic zone of streams [Grant et al., 2014; 
Azizian et al. 2015, 2017]. The model is called the Pumping and Streamline Segregation 
(PASS) model, and accounts for the physical transport of oxygen and dissolved inorganic 
nitrogen species (DIN, including nitrate and ammonium) between the stream and 
hyporheic zone (so-called “hyporheic exchange”), as well as biogeochemical 
transformations that occur as stream water moves through the hyporheic zone. In this 
thesis the PASS model is calibrated and validated using a unique dataset in which the 
fundamental processes responsible for nitrogen transformation in the hyporheic zone 
were systematically evaluated at 72 sites across the U.S. In future work the calibrated and 
validated PASS model will be used to identify appropriate relationships for the scale-up 
of denitrification from the bedform to the basin. 
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2. Methods 
2.1 Pumping and Streamline Segregation (PASS) Model 		
The PASS model is premised on three fundamental assumptions: (1) movement of water 
through the hyporheic zone is driven by dynamic and/or static pressure variations over 
periodic fluvial bedforms, such as ripples or dunes; (2) solutes are transported through the 
hyporheic zone by advection alone (i.e., solute mixing within the hyporheic zone by 
diffusion and dispersion is neglected, see detailed discussion in Grant et al. [2014]); and 
(3) movement of water and solutes through the hyporheic zone is steady-state. Given 
these assumptions, mass balance over a single periodic bedform yields the following 
formula for the nitrate uptake velocity ( vf , units m s-1), defined as the ratio of the flux of 
nitrate out of the streambed (UNO3− , units mol m
-2 s-1) divided by the nitrate concentration 
in the stream (CS-NO3− , units mol m
-3): 
vf ≡UNO3− CS-NO3− = −qH 1− FN⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
FN = FN τ( )E
0
∞
∫ τ( )dτ
   (1) 
Symbols appearing here include the hyporheic exchange flux (i.e., Darcy flux of water 
undergoing hyporheic exchange, qH , units m s-1); the fraction of nitrate remaining after a 
water parcel passes through the hyporheic zone, referred to here as the fractional nitrate 
conversion ( FN τ( ) = CNO3− τ( ) CS-NO3− , unitless) [Zarnetske et al., 2012]; the nitrate 
concentration of a water parcel in the hyporheic zone after a residence time τ  (units s)    
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(CS-NO3− τ( ) , units mol m
-3); and a flux-weighted residence time distribution (E τ( )  units    
s-1), defined as the fraction of water circulating through the hyporheic zone that has a 
residence time within dτ  of τ .   
 
The quantity FN  appearing in equation (1) represents the flux-weighted fractional 
conversion of nitrate, and can take on any positive real value ( 0 < FN < ∞ ). When the 
flux-weighted fractional conversion is less than unity ( 0 < FN <1) the hyporheic zone is a 
net sink of nitrate and the nitrate uptake velocity is negative in sign ( vf < 0 ). Conversely, 
if the flux-weighted fractional conversion is greater than unity (FN >1 ), the hyporheic 
zone is a net source of nitrate (e.g., by nitrification), and the nitrate uptake velocity is 
positive in sign ( vf > 0 ). In the limit where FN = 0 , the rate of nitrate uptake is controlled 
by the Darcy flux of water across the sediment-water interface; i.e., under these 
conditions nitrate uptake is mass transfer limited, vf ,MTL = −qH .   
 
Depending on the process of interest, different forms of the nitrate uptake velocity can be 
defined and calculated from the PASS model. The uptake velocity that appears in 
equation (1) takes into account both nitrate generation in the hyporheic zone (e.g., by 
nitrification) and nitrate removal in the hyporheic zone (e.g., by denitrification). 
Consequently, the sign of vf  will determine whether the hyporheic zone is a net sink 
vf < 0( )  or source vf > 0( )  of nitrate, as indicated above. Alternatively, uptake velocities 
can be defined as only removal of streamborne nitrate by direct denitrification ( vf ,Dw ) or 
removal of streamborne ammonium by coupled nitrification-denitrification ( vf ,Dn ) 
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[Nielsen, 1992]. Because these latter two uptake velocities quantify the removal of 
nitrogen carried by the stream, they are negative in sign and calculated from the model-
predicted flux of N2 out of the streambed (UN2 , units mol m-2 s-1) produced by direct 
denitrification of streamborne nitrate ( vf ,Dw = −UN2,Dw CS-NO3− ) or coupled nitrification-
denitrification of streamborne ammonium ( vf ,Dn = −UN2,Dn CS-NO3− ). Finally, the total nitrate 
uptake velocity represents the removal of streamborne nitrate by denitrification and by 
plant and microbial assimilation ( vf , to t , see Mulholland et al. [2008]). In this thesis I will 
focus on modeling the uptake velocity associated with direct denitrification of stream 
nitrate (i.e., vf ,Dw ) because of its relevance to the ecosystem services (transformation of 
streamborne nitrate to di-nitrogen gas) and disservices (transformation of streamborne 
nitrate to nitrous oxide gas) described earlier. 
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2.2 LINX II Dataset 	
I calibrated and validated the PASS model using previously published field data collected 
as part of the second lotic intersite nitrogen experiment (LINX II) [Mulholland et al., 
2008,2009; Beaulieu et al., 2011]. The LINX II study included 15N-labeled nitrate 
seeding experiments in 72 streams across eight regions of the U.S., collectively 
representing eight different biomes (temperate rain forest, chaparral, northern mixed 
forest, deciduous forest, montane coniferous forest, temperate grassland, shrub desert and 
tropical forest) and three different land-use types (undisturbed or reference sites, urban-
impacted sites, and agriculture-impacted sites) [Mulholland et al., 2008]. Here I focus on 
a subset of the LINX II sites where hyporheic exchange is likely to have occurred across 
fluvial dunes. This focus is warranted because, when hyporheic exchange occurs across 
dunes, the quantities qH  and E τ( )  can be estimated from field measurements of stream 
velocity and stream width using a simple analytical model (see next section). The dune 
sites were identified based on the classification scheme proposed by Marzadri et al. 
[2014]; namely, streambed slope s0 < 0.009  and median grain size diameter of the 
streambed d50 < 4  mm. Nineteen of the 72 LINX II sites met these two criteria, including 
four reference sites, seven urban-impacted sites, and eight agriculture-impacted sites.  
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2.3 Advective Pumping Model for Hyporheic Exchange  
In this study I assume hyporheic exchange occurs across fluvial dunes of height H  (units 
m), wavelength λ  (units m), and hydraulic conductivity Kh  (units m s-1) in a stream of 
depth ds  (units m) and flow velocity U  (units m s-1), as shown in Figure 1. Under such 
conditions, Boano et al. [2008, 2009] derived the following advective pumping model for 
the hyporheic exchange flux, where qV  (units m s-1) is the vertical Darcy flux of 
groundwater into the stream (gaining conditions, qV > 0 ) or from the stream into the 
groundwater (losing conditions, qV < 0 ): 
qH = qH,0 1− (qV πqH,0 )2 + qV π( )sin−1 qV πqH,0( )− qV 2( )
qH,0 = 2aKhh0 λ
h0 =
U 2
2g
H
0.34ds
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
m
  (2)  
This physical model assumes that hyporheic exchange is driven by dynamic pressure 
variations over the surface of a fluvial dune in a turbulent stream, with high-pressure 
regions at dune troughs (downwelling zones) and low-pressure regions at dune crests 
(upwelling zones); it is an evolution of similar expressions derived in the absence of 
ambient groundwater flow [Vaux, 1968; Elliott and Brooks, 1997a, 1997b]. Additional 
variables appearing in equation (2) include the gravitational constant ( g = 9 .81  m s-2), 
two empirical parameters a  and m  (both unitless), the pressure head perturbation 
associated with turbulent flow over a dune ( h0 , units m), and the hyporheic exchange flux 
when the stream is neither gaining nor losing ( qV = 0 ) ( qH,0 , units m s-1). 
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Figure 1: The Advective Pumping Model for Hyporheic Exchange considers the vertical Darcy 
flux of groundwater (gaining/losing conditions). Low-pressure regions (up-welling zones) are 
located at the dune crests, whereas high -pressure regions (down-welling zones) are located at 
dune troughs. 
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2.4 Biokinetic Model for N-Cycling in the Hyporheic Zone 	
As oxygen and DIN move through the hyporheic zone they are subject to a variety of 
microbially mediated redox reactions. In my biokinetic model I capture three of the most 
important such reactions, including aerobic respiration (AR), denitrification (DN), and 
nitrification (NI) (Kessler et al., [2013]; Cook et al., [2006]; Azizian et al., [2014; 2017]): 
 
Aerobic respiration (AR): CH2O+O2 →CO2 +  H2O     (3a) 
RAR = Rmin
CO2
CO2 + KO2
sa t
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟          (3b) 
Denitrification (DN): CH2O + 0.8NO3−  + 0.8H+ →CO2  + 0.4N2  + 1.4H2O  (3c) 
RDN =κRmin
CNO3−
CNO3− + KNO3−
sa t
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
KO2
inh
CO2 + KO2
inh
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟       (3d) 
Nitrification (NI): NH4+  + 2O2 → NO3−  + 2H+  + H2O     (3e) 
RNI = kNICNH4+CO2          (3f) 
The rate expressions corresponding to each redox reaction are also indicated. The rate of 
AR ( RAR , units mol m-3 s-1, equation (3b)) is proportional to the organic carbon 
mineralization rate ( Rmin , units mol m-3 s-1) and exhibits a Monod (saturation) dependence 
on interstitial oxygen concentration (CO2  with half saturation constant KO2sa t , both units 
mol m-3). The rate of DN ( RDN , units mol m-3 s-1, equation (3d)) is proportional to Rmin  
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(proportionality constant κ , unitless), exhibits a Monod dependence on interstitial nitrate 
concentration (CNO3−  with half saturation constant KNO3−
sa t , both units mol m-3), and is non-
competitively inhibited by oxygen (inhibition constant of KO2inh , units mol m-3).  Finally, 
the rate of NI ( RNI , units mol m-3 s-1, equation (3f)) is second-order in both ammonium (
CNH4+ ) and oxygen concentrations (rate constant kNI , units m
3 mol-1 s-1).  
 
Because both AR and DN are proportional to the organic carbon mineralization rate, the 
latter plays a critical role in determining how quickly nitrate is removed in the hyporheic 
zone. Various expressions for Rmin  have been proposed in the literature, for example to 
account for the downwelling of streamborne dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and 
dissolution of particulate organic carbon (POC) trapped within the streambed (i.e., in situ 
generation of DOC from POC and its subsequent mineralization) (e.g., see Zarnetske et 
al. [2012] and Sawyer, [2015]). Alternatively, Cook et al., [2006] proposed a 
parsimonious empirical relationship, in which the organic carbon mineralization rate is 
assumed to decline monotonically with depth into the streambed: Rmin z( ) = Rmin ,0e− z z0( )
2 . 
Variables in Cook et al.’s model represent the characteristic depth in the sediment over 
which organic carbon mineralization takes place ( z0 , units m), a site-specific 
mineralization rate at the sediment-water interface ( Rmin ,0 , units mol m-3 s-1), and 
elevation above the streambed ( z , units m). I adapted Cook et al.’s empirical model by 
replacing depth z  with residence time in the hyporheic zone τ , and defining a 
characteristic time for organic carbon mineralization: τ 0 = θz0 qH , where θ  is streambed 
porosity, the mineralization depth is z0 = 0 .1  m, and qH  is a site-specific hyporheic 
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exchange flux estimated from the advective pumping model described earlier (see 
equation (2)).  
 
Under steady-state conditions and neglecting mixing by diffusion and mechanical 
dispersion (see PASS model assumptions), mass balance over a single water parcel yields 
a set of coupled non-linear ordinary differential equations for the change in interstitial 
oxygen, nitrate, and ammonium concentrations with travel time through the hyporheic 
zone: 
 
dCO2
dτ = −Rmin,0e
− τ τ 0( )2 CO2
CO2 + KO2
sat
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
AR
! "#### $####
− 2 kNICO2CNH4+
NI
! "# $#
    (4a) 
 
dCNO3−
dτ = kNICO2CNH4+
NI
! "# $#
−κRmin,0e− τ τ 0( )
2 KO2
inh
CO2 + KO2
inh
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
CNO3−
CNO3− + KNO3−
sat
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
DN
! "####### $#######
  (4b) 
 
dCNH4+
dτ = − kNICO2CNH4+
NI
! "# $#
      (4c) 
CO2 0( ) = CS-O2 , CNO3− 0( ) = CS-NO3− , CNH4+ 0( ) = CS-NH4+    (4d) 
 
For the set of initial conditions adopted here (equation (4d)), I have assumed that the 
interstitial concentrations of molecular oxygen, nitrate, and ammonium are equal to their 
respective ambient stream concentrations (CS-O2 , CS-NO3− , and CS-NH4+ , respectively) as 
water enters the hyporheic zone from the stream (at τ = 0 ).  Figure 2 shows the 
concentrations versus the residence time. 
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Figure 2: Behavior of the normalized concentrations of (A): oxygen, (B): ammonium and (C): 
nitrate, with respect to the log-transformed residence time τ( )  for one of the LINX II sites 
(Kimball).  For τ = 0 , the interstitial concentrations have been considered equal to the ambient 
stream concentrations (CO2 CS-O2 = 1 ;CNH4+ CS-NH4+ = 1 ;CNO3− CS-NO3− = 1 ). 
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2.5 Calibrating the Advective Pumping Model  	
For each of the LINX II sites included in this study, the parameters appearing in equation 
(2) were either: (a) measured in the field (stream velocity U ); (b) taken as a constant 
based on literature values (m = 3 8  [Elliott and Brooks, [1997a]; Fehlman, [1985]); (c) 
calculated from field measurements as outlined by Marzadri et al. [2014], including 
stream depth ( ds =Q UW( )  where Q  (units m3 s-1) and W  (units m) are measured stream 
discharge and width, respectively), dune height H = 0.165 × ds , dune length λ = 6 × ds  
[Yalin, 1964], and hydraulic conductivity of the streambed Kh = 16.88 +10.6 × d50 , where 
d50  is the measured median grain size of the streambed [Salarashayeri and Siosemarde, 
2012]; or (d) estimated from the mass transfer limited uptake of 15N-labeled nitrate 
measured as part of the LINX II studies (the empirical constant a ). Relative to the latter, 
for sites where nitrate uptake is mass transfer limited and there is negligible groundwater 
discharge or recharge (i.e., qV = 0 ), by definition vf ,MTL = −qH,0  and the parameter a  can 
be obtained by rearranging equation (2):    
a = − vf ,MTLgλKhU 2
H
0 .34ds
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
−3/8
       (5) 
Because I do not know a priori which LINX II sites are mass transfer limited, I 
calculated from equation (5) values of a  for all seventeen sites included in this study. 
Then I selected the five largest a  values, on the premise that mass transfer limited 
conditions are most likely to apply when a  is maximal. At the end, the median of these 
values was then selected for further analysis. 
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Residence time distributions were calculated using the analytical solution derived by 
Azizian et al. [2017], which adopts as a starting point the same hyporheic exchange 
velocity field utilized in Boano et al.’s solution for the hyporheic exchange flux (equation 
(2)) (a Mathematica code for implementing this solution for E τ( )  can be found in the 
Supplemental Information of Azizian et al. [2017]). In addition to the hydraulic 
parameters already discussed, the solution for E τ( )  requires specification of the 
horizontal ( qU ) groundwater flux, which I calculated for each LINX II site from the 
measured stream slope ( s0 ) and my previously described estimates of hydraulic 
conductivity ( qU = Kh × s0 ).  
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2.6 Overview of Biokinetic Model Calibration  	
Altogether, the biokinetic model here requires the specification of six parameters (KO2sa t , 
KNO3−
sa t , KO2inh , Rmin ,0 , kNI , κ ). Of these parameters, the last three are probably the most 
critical, because they are directly proportional to the rates of AR ( Rmin ,0 ), DN ( Rmin ,0 , κ ), 
and NI ( kNI ) (see equations (4a) through (4c)). Accordingly, literature values were 
adopted for the three saturation parameters ( KO2sa t = 6 ×10−3 , KNO3−
sa t = 0 .081 , 
KO2
inh = 3×10−3  mol m-3 [Sawyer, 2015]) while Rmin ,0 , kNI , and κ  were evaluated 
sequentially from LINX II field measurements in two steps.  
 
In the first step I utilized LINX II measurements of the oxygen uptake velocity ( vf ,O2fie ld ) to 
estimate values for Rmin ,0  and kNI  at the 19 sites where dunes were thought to dominate 
hyporheic exchange (see earlier). These nineteen sites were divided into three groups 
based on their ambient stream ammonium concentration (low, high, and reserved). The 
first two groups were used for model calibration. Sites from the first group were used to 
estimate Rmin ,0  under the assumption that nitrification has little influence on oxygen 
consumption in the hyporheic zone when stream ammonium concentrations are low.  
Sites from the second group were used to estimate kNI  under the assumption that 
nitrification will influence oxygen consumption in the hyporheic zone when stream 
ammonium concentrations are high. The third group was reserved to validate PASS 
model predictions of oxygen uptake velocity.   
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In the second step, the parameter κ  was estimated from the previously determined values 
for Rmin ,0  and kNI  (obtained from the first step) combined with LINX II measurements of 
the direct denitrification of stream nitrate ( vfdenfie ld , obtained from 15N-labeled nitrate 
seeding studies, see Mulholland et al. [2008]). Of the 19 LINX II sites included in this 
study, 11 had vfdenfie ld  measurements, and from these six were randomly selected for 
calibration of the parameter κ . The remaining five sites were reserved to validate PASS 
model predictions of the direct denitrification of stream nitrate.   
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2.7 Calibration of Rmin,0 and kNI from Measured Oxygen Uptake Velocity  	
To estimate values for Rmin ,0  and kNI  I focused on LINX II measurements of stream 
ecosystem respiration (ER), which is the flux of oxygen into the streambed resulting from 
nighttime heterotrophic and autotrophic respiration [Bernot et al., 2010]. By definition, a 
oxygen uptake velocity for each LINX II site ( vf ,O2 , units m s-1) can be calculated from 
the ratio of the measured ER and stream oxygen concentrations: vf ,O2fie ld = −ER CS-O2 . 
Corresponding PASS model predictions of the oxygen uptake velocity were calculated as 
follows: 
vf,O2
PASS = −qH 1− FO2 τ( )E
0
∞
∫ τ( )dτ
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥       (6a)
 
FO2 τ( ) = CO2 τ( ) CS-O2       (6b) 
 
dCO2
dτ = −Rmin,0 exp −
τqH
0.1m( )θ
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
2⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
CO2
CO2 + KO2
sat
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
AR
! "####### $#######
− 2 kNICO2CNH4+
NI
! "# $#
  (6c) 
 
dCNH4+
dτ = − kNICO2CNH4+
NI
! "# $#
      (6d) 
CO2 0( ) = CS-O2 , CNH4+ 0( ) = CS-NH4+      (6e) 
As currently written, Rmin ,0  and kNI  are the only unknown parameters in equation (4a)-
(4d); all other parameters can be calculated for each LINX II site as outlined earlier. To 
estimate these two parameters I divided the LINX II sites into three categories:  (a) seven 
sites with the lowest ambient stream ammonium concentration (CS-NH4+ <1 .50 ×10
−3
 mol 
m-3); (b) seven sites with the highest ambient stream ammonium concentration
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(CS-NH4+ > 5 .29 ×10
−3
 mol m
-3); and (c) all remaining sites 
(1 .50 ×10−3 < CS-NH4+ < 5 .29 ×10
−3
 mol m
-3). Because group (a) has relatively low ambient 
ammonium concentration, the contribution of nitrification to oxygen consumption is 
likely to be minimal, and thus a simplified form of equation (6c) is adopted: 
  
 
dCO2
dτ ≈ −Rmin,0 exp −
τqH
0.1m( )θ
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
2⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
CO2
CO2 + KO2
sat
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
AR
! "####### $#######
     (7) 
In this case, the only unknown is Rmin ,0 , which can be found by solving for the value that 
yields a match between the predicted and measured uptake velocity at each site in group 
(a): vf ,O2PASS Rmin,0 = vf ,O2
fie ld . The seven realizations of Rmin ,0  thus obtained were then regressed 
against ER and gross primary production (GPP)—both fundamental measures of stream 
metabolism [Bernot et al., 2010]. Either the median value of Rmin ,0  or its empirical 
relationship with ER and/or GPP (if statistically significant) was adopted for all 
subsequent calculations.  
 
Once Rmin ,0  was calibrated, I used the PASS model to find estimates for the nitrification 
rate constant kNI  based on oxygen uptake measurements at group (b) sites (see above).  
For each of the sites in group (b), I found the kNI  value that yields a match between the 
predicted and measured oxygen uptake velocity: vf ,O2PASS kNI = vf ,O2
fie ld . The realizations of kNI  
were regressed against ER and GPP, and depending on the outcome either the median 
value or an empirical relationship with ER and/or GPP (if statistically significant) was 
adopted for all subsequent calculations.  
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2.8 Calibration of κ  from Direct Denitrification of Streamborne Nitrate  	
Out of the 19 LINX II sites included in this study, measurements of the uptake velocity 
for direct denitrification of streamborne nitrate ( vf ,denfie ld ) were available for 11 sites, 
including two reference sites, three agriculture-impacted sites, and six urban-impacted 
sites (for a variety of reasons, LINX II researchers could not estimate at all sites, see 
Mulholland et al. [2008]). From these 11 sites, six sites were randomly selected to 
calibrate κ  as follows. The 11 sites were arrayed from the lowest to the highest in-stream 
ammonium concentration and assigned a number between 0 (for the first site) and 1 (for 
the last site) in increments of 0.1. A random number was then selected (Matlab, 
Mathworks, MA) and the LINX II site with an assigned value closest to the random 
number was selected for the calibration group. This process was continued for the 
remaining sites until six calibration sites were selected. For each of these calibration sites 
I solved for the corresponding value of κ  that yielded a match between PASS model-
predictions and field measurements of direct denitrification of stream nitrate: 
vf ,DwPASS κ = vf ,den
fie ld . Model predictions for vf ,DwPASS  were obtained by calculating the flux of 
dinitrogen gas associated with the direct denitrification of streamborne nitrate (UN2 ,Dw ): 
vf ,DwPASS = −2UN2 ,Dw CS-NO3−  (see the Supplemental Information of Azizian et al. [2015] for 
details).   
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2.9 Validation of PASS Model Predictions  	
The performance of the PASS model was evaluated as follows. The calibrated model was 
used to generate predictions for vf ,O2PASS  and vf ,DwPASS  at all sites where these two uptake 
velocities were measured (including sites used for model calibration and sites held in 
reserve for model validation, see above). The model-predicted and measured uptake 
velocities were then cross-plotted and model performance evaluated using the Nash-
Sutcliff efficiency; this index ranges from  to 1, where 1 is a perfect model fit, 0 is no 
better than the mean, and < 0 is worse than the mean [Krause et al., 2005].   
  
−∞
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2.10 Statistical Analyses 	
To determine if the three calibrated parameters ( Rmin ,0 , kNI , and κ , see above) are 
correlated with ER and/or GPP a multiple linear regression (MLR) was conducted in R 
software [R Core Team, 2013]. Prior to performing the MLR, the variance inflation factor 
(VIF) was calculated for GPP and ER to evaluate multicolinearity. No significant 
multicolinearity was detected (VIF < 5) [Zuur et al., 2010], indicating that both variables 
were suitable for co-evaluation in the MLR analyses. Models were ranked using the 
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [Schwarz, 1978] and then further evaluated relative 
to predictive ability using leave-one-out cross validation with Root Mean Squared Error 
(RMSE) as the validation metric [Hawkins et al., 2003]. When BIC and RMSE did not 
agree, the final best-fit model was the model with the lowest average RMSE (weighted 
average across all leave-one-out estimates). The coefficient of determination (R2) was 
calculated for each the best-fit model (for Rmin ,0 , kNI , and κ , respectively) as an indicator 
of overall model fit. The relative importance of each predictor variable (i.e., the 
proportionate contribution made to R2) was estimated using the averaging over ordering 
method proposed by Lindeman, Merenda and Gold [Gromping, 2006]. In instances where 
calibrated parameters were not correlated with GPP and/or ER, a median value was 
utilized and a distribution of means was prepared using bootstrap techniques (Matlab, 
Mathworks, MA). 
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3. Results 
3.1 Calibrating the Hyporheic Exchange Flux 	
The constant of proportionality a  for the advective pumping model was estimated from 
LINX II measurements of the total uptake velocity ( vf , to t ), where the latter represents the 
rate at which 15N-labeled nitrate is removed from the stream by both denitrification and 
microbial and plant assimilation [Mulholland et al., 2008]. The top five values 
(corresponding to sites that are most likely to be mass transfer limited, see methods) yield 
a median value of a = 0 .68  with lower and upper 95% CIs of 0 .35  and 0 .99 , 
respectively (Figure 3A). Similar median values for a  are obtained if, instead of 
retaining the top five values, the top four or six values are retained (median values of 
a = 0 .80  or 0 .59 , respectively). Note previously published laboratory estimates for a  
fall below the limit of the CIs I am reporting here [e.g., Fehlman et al., 1985 ( a = 0 .28 ); 
and Fox et al., 2014 ( a = 0 .16 )]. 
3.2 Calibrating the Organic Carbon Mineralization Rate 	
The organic carbon mineralization rate at the sediment-water interface ( Rmin ,0 ) was 
estimated at 7 LINX II sites with low ammonium concentrations (on the premise that 
nitrification could be neglected at these sites, see methods). MLR of the resulting Rmin ,0  
values indicate that this parameter is significantly inversely correlated with ER (
R2 = 0 .94 , p = 0 .0003 , d.o. f .= 5 ) (Figure 3B) and well-described by the following 
power-law relationship (solid line in the figure): Rmin ,0 = 103.04±0 .79ER1.26±0 .14 .
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Figure 3: Calibrating the PASS model parameters with the LINXII data (A) distribution and 
95% confidence intervals (dashed vertical lines) for the mean of the top five selected a  values 
computed by bootstrap technique. Light blue and dark blue stars represent the magnitude of a  
reported in Fox et al. (2014) and Fehlman (1989), respectively; (B) correlation between the 
organic carbon mineralization rate at the sediment-water interface ( Rmin ,0 ) for the selected sites 
and the ecosystem respiration (ER); (C) distribution and 95% confidence intervals (dashed 
vertical lines) for the mean of selected sites kNI  values computed by bootstrap technique. 
Turquoise star represents the magnitude of kNI  reported in Kessler et al. (2013a); (D) correlation 
between κ  for the selected sites and the gross primary production (GPP). Dashed lines present 
the stoichiometric limit (κ = 1 .25 ) and reported value in Evrard et al. [2012] (κ = 0 .05 ). In 
panels (B) and (D), different sites are color-coded with respect to their land use, namely reference 
streams (green), urban-impacted streams (red), and agricultural-impacted streams (yellow). 
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3.3 Calibrating the Nitrification Rate Constant 	
The 7 LINX II sites with the highest ammonium concentrations were selected for 
estimating the second-order nitrification rate constant ( kNI ) (see methods). However, kNI  
values could not be found at two of the sites (DORR and IS_104) because my model-
predicted uptake oxygen velocities did not converge to the corresponding measured 
values; kNI  values were successfully obtained for the other five sites. MLR analysis 
reveals that log kNI  is not significantly correlated with either logER  nor logGPP  (
p > 0 .18 ).  Therefore the median value of kNI = 10−2 .67  m3 mol-1 s-1 was selected for 
subsequent calculations (lower and upper 95% CI of 10−3 .4  and 10−1 .9 , Figure 3C). Note 
the lower CI is equal to previously published laboratory estimates for kNI  [e.g., Kessler et 
al., 2013a].  
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3.4 Calibrating the Rate of Nitrate Reduction 	
I estimated κ  values from field measurements of the direct denitrification of stream 
nitrate ( vfden ) at 6 of the LINX II sites where hyporheic exchange occurred predominantly 
across fluvial dunes (the remaining 5 sites were reserved for model validation). The 
smallest of these realizations (κ = 0 .08 ) is close to the non-stoichiometric value (
κ = 0 .05 ) reported by Evrard et al. [2012], the median (κ = 2 .75 ) is close to the 
stoichiometric value (κ = 1 .25 ), while the maximum (κ = 51) is well above previously 
published estimates. Interestingly, the MLR reveals that logκ  is significantly inversely 
correlated with logGPP  (Figure 3D, R2 = 0 .88 , p = 0 .006 , d.o. f .= 4 ). The observed 
inverse relationship between κ  and GPP  can be represented by the following power-law 
correlation (solid line in Figure 3D): logκ = a − b logGPP  where a = −6 .3±1 .3  and 
b = 1 .00 ± 0 .2  (bounds are standard error).  
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4. Discussion 
4.1 Hyporheic Exchange Flux Calibration 	
The advective pumping model [Boano et al., 2007, 2008] was used to estimate the 
hyporheic exchange flux qH  at 19 LINX II sites where fluvial dunes dominate hyporheic 
exchange. While most of the parameter values needed to estimate qH  are either measured 
or calculated from field measurements (see methods), there is uncertainty regarding the 
constant of proportionality between the dynamic pressure head perturbation associated 
with turbulent flow over a dune and the corresponding hyporheic exchange flux (i.e., the 
parameter a , see equation (2)). Laboratory flume experiments yield different values for 
this parameter ( a = 0 .28  and 0 .14  according to Fehlman [1985] and Fox et al. [2016], 
respectively), and it is not clear that lab-scale experiments can be extrapolated to the 
field.  
 
The median value for this parameter ( a = 0 .68 ) is significantly larger, but within a factor 
of five, of the earlier laboratory estimates. There are several possible explanations for this 
observation, including: (1) the laboratory values were obtained using a single bedform 
scale (e.g., ripples of a defined size), whereas in the field hyporheic exchange flux may 
be additive over multiple bedform scales (e.g., ripples and dunes) [McCluskey et al., 
2016]; (2) at the LINX II sites hyporheic exchange may have contributions from both 
dynamic pressure variations (accounted for in the advective pumping model) and static 
pressure variations (e.g., associated with the ponding of water behind obstacles in a 
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stream, not accounted for by the advective pumping model) which could drive additional 
hyporheic exchange; and (3) the measured total uptake velocities used to estimate a  may 
include nitrate removal processes (such as nitrate uptake by benthic algae) that are not 
necessarily associated with hyporheic exchange.  
 
4.2 Biokinetic Model Calibration 	
Calibration of the biokinetic model involved estimating values (or correlations) for three 
key parameters that determine the rates of organic carbon mineralization ( Rmin,0 ), 
nitrification ( kNI ), and denitrification (κ ).   Perhaps not surprisingly given that Rmin,0  
was calculated from the oxygen uptake velocity (which, in turn, is calculated from the 
ratio of ER and CS-O2 ), values of Rmin,0 are significantly and positively correlated with ER 
over a several log-cycle change in both variables.  
 
This result is significant for several reasons. First, ER can be easily estimated for any 
stream from diurnal (e.g., at a frequency of 1 min-1) measurements of stream oxygen 
concentration (see Bernot et al., [2010]). Therefore the simple correlation between ER 
and Rmin,0  provides a tool to generalize my results beyond the limited sites analyzed here, 
to potentially many other streams. Secondly, this result underscores the importance of 
stream metabolism, of which ER is a component, in the cycling of nitrogen in the 
hyporheic zone.  Indeed, the importance of ER on N-cycling in streams has already been 
documented for the LINX II sites using statistical regression models and structural 
equation models (SEMS).  However, to our knowledge, my results are the first to show 
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how key biokinetic parameters depend strongly on stream metabolism as represented by 
night-time autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration. 
 
Indeed, even stream gross primary production plays a role in the biokinetics of N-cycling, 
apparently by modulating, during denitrification, the moles of nitrate reduced per moles 
of carbon oxidized, as represented by the biokinetic model parameter κ . Aerobic 
respiration should consume one mole of organic carbon for every mole of molecular 
oxygen reduced, while denitrification should consume κ = 1 0 .8 = 1 .25  moles of organic 
carbon for every mole of nitrate reduced. However, recent laboratory and field 
observations of respiratory denitrification in coastal marine sediments indicate that κ  is 
25 times smaller (κ = 0 .05 ) than the stoichiometric value (κ = 1 .25 ) [Evrard et al., 
2012; Kessler et al., 2013a, 2013b], perhaps reflecting the dominance of benthic algal 
metabolism in these systems [Bourke et al., 2017].  Remarkably, the observed inverse 
correlation between κ  and GPP is consistent with the idea that benthic algal metabolism 
may play a role in the non-stoichiometric reduction of nitrate at the LINX II sites. More 
generally, these results suggests that two of the primary processes responsible for N-
cycling in the hyporheic zone of stream—aerobic respiration of organic material and the 
stoichiometry of denitrification—are largely determined by the metabolic state of the 
stream, as represented by ER and GPP.  
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4.3 PASS Model Validation 	
For the last step of my analysis, the performance of the PASS model was evaluated by 
comparing model predictions for vf ,O2PASS  and vf ,DwPASS  with the reported values at all LINXII 
sites where these two uptake velocities were measured (including sites used for model 
calibration and sites held in reserve for model validation, see above). All the data points 
are aligned along the one-to-one line on the cross-plot of oxygen uptake velocities 
(Figure 4A) and the Nash-Sutcliff efficiency calculated for this set of results present a 
very good agreement between the model predicted values and measured values at the 
sites of LINX II study (NSE = 0.67). At the end, I compared model predictions for the 
direct denitrification uptake velocity with the reported data in LINXII study. The cross-
plot of the model-predicted values versus the reported values presents a satisfactory 
agreement between the model and the actual values (NSE = 0.20) (Figure 4B). Since the 
nitrate uptake velocity calculations capture more complexities of the nitrogen cycling in 
the sediment, the results of the predicted values for this set of data may not seem as good 
as the ones reported for the oxygen uptake velocity. Better predictions on nitrate uptake 
velocity from PASS model requires more understanding about the complexities of the 
chemistry and physics of the nitrogen cycling in the hyporheic zone of the real systems, 
such as the ones that are reported in LINXII data set, and is an on-going development 
process. 
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Figure 4: Validation of model (A) Calculated uptake velocity of oxygen from PASS model          
( vf,O2
PASS , units m s-1) versus uptake velocity of oxygen reported by LINX II study ( vf,O2
field , units m     
s-1); (B) Calculated direct denitrification uptake velocity from PASS model ( vf,DWPASS , units m s-1) 
versus direct denitrification uptake velocity reported by LINX II study ( vfdenfield , units m s-1). In both 
panels, solid line represents the one-to-one line and different sites are color-coded with respect to 
their land use, namely reference streams (green), urban-impacted streams (red), and agricultural-
impacted streams (yellow). 
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5. Conclusions and Future Directions 
	
In this study I successfully calibrated and validated a process-based coupled physical- 
and biokinetic model of N-cycling in the hyporheic zone of streams. As a next step my 
mentors and I plan to employ the validated model to simulate uptake velocities for a wide 
range of stream chemistry, stream hydrology, and groundwater hydrology. The predictive 
power of several key time scales (including the median residence time of water in the 
hyporheic zone, an ER timescale, and a GPP time scale) will be evaluated, with the goal 
of identifying a universal scaling relationship for several forms of the nitrate uptake 
velocity.  These new results, together with the results presented in this thesis, will be 
drafted into a journal manuscript and submitted for possible publication.  
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A. Uptake velocity of oxygen Mathematica code 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Computing RTDs from the Analyti-
cal Solution
Calculation involves 5 steps.
Step 1: Parameter definition (user must specify values 
for the following parameters which apply for all the 
model)
(a) qvbar= the normalized vertical groundwater Darcy flux (-)
(b) theta=porosity (-)
(c) z0=depth of mineralization decay (m)
Clear[qvbar]; qvbar = 0;
Clear[theta]; theta = 0.32;
Clear[z0]; z0 = 0.1;
Step 2 : Assign parameter values(chemical + physical) specific to each LINXII site(a) qubar = the normalized horizontal groundwater Darcy flux (-)(b) qH0 = Characteristic hyporheic exchange flux ( m / s)(c) tT = Characteristic residecne time ( s)(d) cO20 = in- stream concentration of oxygen mol m3(e) cNH40 = in- stream concentration of ammonium mol m3(f) KO2sat = half - saturation constant for oxygen mol m3(g) ER = ecosystem respiration mol m2  s(h) kNI = nitrification rate constant m3 mol  s
Kimball
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 4.34 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.12 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 1.87 * 10^+01;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 1.68 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 7.14 * 10^-05;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 4.34 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Bernalillo drain
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 1.12 * 10^-03;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.75 * 10^-04;
Clear[tT]; tT = 9.66 * 10^+01;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 1.87 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 1.43 * 10^-04;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 2.53 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Rio Rancho
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 1.43 * 10^-03;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 9.21 * 10^-05;
Clear[tT]; tT = 1.28 * 10^+02;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 1.84 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 2.14 * 10^-04;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 3.62 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
Giltner
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 2.28 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.78 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 8.95 * 10^+00;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 9.64 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 2.14 * 10^-04;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 4.12 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Headquarters
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 1.86 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.63 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 9.38 * 10^+00;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 1.81 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 2.14 * 10^-04;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 2.57 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Bullet
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 3.44 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 2.86 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 1.61 * 10^+00;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 3.11 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 7.86 * 10^-04;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 5.64 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
Honeysuckle
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 2.34 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 3.24 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 4.82 * 10^+00;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.75 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 1.50 * 10^-03;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 2.86 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Black Brook
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 3.60 * 10^-02;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 2.18 * 10^-05;
Clear[tT]; tT = 4.94 * 10^+03;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 1.20 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 2.21 * 10^-03;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 1.63 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Arcadia
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 4.64 * 10^-05;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.51 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 1.69 * 10^+01;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.05 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 2.29 * 10^-03;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 5.10 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
IS_118
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 7.70 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.31 * 10^-05;
Clear[tT]; tT = 1.01 * 10^+03;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.32 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 2.79 * 10^-03;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 1.45 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Sand Creek
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 2.58 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 4.36 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 8.90 * 10^-01;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.74 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 3.93 * 10^-03;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 7.23 * 10^-07;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Long Meadow Brook
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 4.45 * 10^-05;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 2.27 * 10^-04;
Clear[tT]; tT = 2.55 * 10^+01;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.24 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 4.50 * 10^-03;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 2.96586 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
Wayland
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 2.47 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 2.27 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 3.58 * 10^+00;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.41 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 5.29 * 10^-03;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 2.53 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Runaway Brook
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 1.90 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 5.31 * 10^-05;
Clear[tT]; tT = 1.16 * 10^+02;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.66 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 5.71 * 10^-03;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 1.6276 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Jerry Branch
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 3.40 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 3.30 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 2.86 * 10^+00;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.39 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 7.71 * 10^-03;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 1.6276 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
IS_104
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 4.82 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 2.10 * 10^-05;
Clear[tT]; tT = 4.98 * 10^+02;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 1.59 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 8.64 * 10^-03;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 3.29138 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
DORR
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 4.27 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.64 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 1.03 * 10^+01;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.15 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 9.14 * 10^-03;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 3.1467 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Sawmill Brook
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 1.43 * 10^-03;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.04 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 9.08 * 10^+00;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.33 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 1.81 * 10^-02;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 4.34028 * 10^-07;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
Gravelly Brook
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 5.62 * 10^-03;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.07 * 10^-04;
Clear[tT]; tT = 3.95 * 10^+01;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 9.35 * 10^-02;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 3.11 * 10^-02;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[ER]; ER = 4.08709 * 10^-06;
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67;
Step 3: Define variables and functions 
*F1 and F2 are the CDFs for the upstream and downstream flow cells.
*end (returned by the function “endtime”) is the normalized travel time along 
a streamline through the hyporheic zone with a particular starting position 
x0val along the sediment-water interface (see description in Section 5.2.1 of 
the main text).
*frtdupmax and frtddnmax are the maximum fractions of the hyporheic flux 
circulating through the upstream and downstream flow cells, respectively 
(note that these fractions should add to unity). 
*xbarsep (returned by the function “xbarsepfunc”) is the normalized x - coordi-
nate where the streamline separating the upstream and downstream flow cells 
intersects the sediment-water interface.
*abar is the normalized x - coordinate separating upwelling and downwelling 
regions in the upstream flow cell
*bbar is the normalized x - coordinate separating upwelling and downwelling 
regions in the downstream flow cell
*f1func returns the fraction of the hyporheic exchange flux flowing through the 
upstream flow cell that has starting streamlines between x0bar and abar.
*f2func returns the fraction of the hyporheic exchange flux flowing through the 
downstream flow cell that has starting streamlines between x0bar and bbar.
*x0valup is the normalized x - coordinate at the sediment-water interface 
returned by x0valuesup, denoting the streamline starting position associated 
with a given value of F1
*x0valdn is the normalized x - coordinate at the sediment-water interface 
returned by x0valuesdn, denoting the streamline starting position associated 
with a given value of F2
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Step 3: Define variables and functions 
*F1 and F2 are the CDFs for the upstream and downstream flow cells.
*end (returned by the function “endtime”) is the normalized travel time along 
a streamline through the hyporheic zone with a particular starting position 
x0val along the sediment-water interface (see description in Section 5.2.1 of 
the main text).
*frtdupmax and frtddnmax are the maximum fractions of the hyporheic flux 
circulating through the upstream and downstream flow cells, respectively 
(note that these fractions should add to unity). 
*xbarsep (returned by the function “xbarsepfunc”) is the normalized x - coordi-
nate where the streamline separating the upstream and downstream flow cells 
intersects the sediment-water interface.
*abar is the normalized x - coordinate separating upwelling and downwelling 
regions in the upstream flow cell
*bbar is the normalized x - coordinate separating upwelling and downwelling 
regions in the downstream flow cell
*f1func returns the fraction of the hyporheic exchange flux flowing through the 
upstream flow cell that has starting streamlines between x0bar and abar.
*f2func returns the fraction of the hyporheic exchange flux flowing through the 
downstream flow cell that has starting streamlines between x0bar and bbar.
*x0valup is the normalized x - coordinate at the sediment-water interface 
returned by x0valuesup, denoting the streamline starting position associated 
with a given value of F1
*x0valdn is the normalized x - coordinate at the sediment-water interface 
returned by x0valuesdn, denoting the streamline starting position associated 
with a given value of F2
(*compute the x-coordinate where the separation
streamline intersects the sediment-water interface*)
Clear[xbarsepfunc];
xbarsepfunc := FindRoot[Cos[xbarsep] + qvbar xbarsep ⩵
Cos[ArcTan[qvbar / qubar]] Sqrt[qubar^2 + qvbar^2] + qvbar ArcTan[qvbar / qubar] -
qubar Log[Sqrt[qubar^2 + qvbar^2]], {xbarsep, Pi / 2}](*compute the x-coordinate separating upwelling and
downwelling zones in the upstream flow cell*)
Clear[abar]; abar = ArcSin[qvbar];(*compute the x-coordinate separating upwelling
and downwelling zones in the downstream flow cell*)
Clear[bbar]; bbar = Pi - ArcSin[qvbar];(*compute the fraction of flow circulating through the upstream flow
cell downwelling between abar and x0bar; this is equal to F1(xobar)*)
Clear[f1func];
f1func[x0bar_] :=(Abs[qvbar] (x0bar - ArcSin[Abs[qvbar]]) - Sqrt[1 - Abs[qvbar]^2] + Cos[x0bar]) /(2 (Abs[qvbar] (Pi / 2 - ArcSin[Abs[qvbar]]) - Sqrt[1 - Abs[qvbar]^2]));(*compute the fraction of flow circulating through the downstream flow
cell downwelling between x0bar and bbar; this is equal to F2(xobar)*)
Clear[f2func];
f2func[x0bar_] :=(Abs[qvbar] (Pi - x0bar - ArcSin[Abs[qvbar]]) - Sqrt[1 - Abs[qvbar]^2] - Cos[x0bar]) /(2 (Abs[qvbar] (Pi / 2 - ArcSin[Abs[qvbar]]) - Sqrt[1 - Abs[qvbar]^2]));(*compute the fraction of the hyporheic exchange flux
associated with the upstream flow cell*)
Clear[frtdupmax]; frtdupmax = f1func[xbarsep /. xbarsepfunc];(*compute the fraction of the hyporheic
exchange flux associated with the downstream flow cell*)
Clear[frtddnmax]; frtddnmax = f2func[xbarsep /. xbarsepfunc];(*compute the streamline starting position
in the upstream flow cell for a given F1 value*)
Clear[x0valuesup, f1val];
x0valuesup[xbarsep_, f1val_] := FindRoot[Abs[qvbar] x0valup + Cos[x0valup] ⩵
2 f1val (Abs[qvbar] (Pi / 2 - ArcSin[qvbar]) - Sqrt[1 - Abs[qvbar]^2]) + Sqrt[1 -
Abs[qvbar]^2] + Abs[qvbar] ArcSin[Abs[qvbar]], {x0valup, (abar + xbarsep) / 2}];(*compute the streamline starting position in the downstream
flow cell for a given F2 value *)
Clear[x0valuesdn, f2val];
x0valuesdn[xbarsep_, f2val_] := FindRoot[Abs[qvbar] x0valdn + Cos[x0valdn] ⩵-2 f2val (Abs[qvbar] (Pi / 2 - ArcSin[qvbar]) - Sqrt[1 - Abs[qvbar]^2]) -
Sqrt[1 - Abs[qvbar]^2] + Abs[qvbar] (Pi - ArcSin[Abs[qvbar]]),];
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{x0valdn, (bbar + xbarsep) / 2}];(*compute the travel time associated with the streamline in either
the upstream or downstream flow cell that starts at x0bar;
the travel time is returned as "end"*)
Clear[endtime];
endtime[x0bar_] :=
NDSolve[{(1 / 2.303) x'[u] == -(10^u) Cos[x[u]] Exp[y[u]] + (10^u) qubar,(1 / 2.303) y'[u] ⩵ -(10^u) Sin[x[u]] Exp[y[u]] + (10^u) qvbar, x[-5] ⩵ x0bar,
y[-5] ⩵ 0, WhenEvent[y[u] > 0, {end = u, "StopIntegration"}]}, {x, y}, {u, -5, 5}];
Step 4: Prepare probability distributions for residence 
times in the upstream and downstream flow cells (note 
this step will take a few moments to complete)
*Dup and Ddn are the probability distributions constructed from 10,000 realiza-
tions of the FRTDs associated with the upstream and downstream flow cells, 
respectively.  
Clear[/up];/up = SmoothKernelDistribution[Table[Clear[a, b, x0valup, xbarsep];
a = RandomReal[];
b = x0valup /. x0valuesup[xbarsep /. xbarsepfunc, Evaluate[a frtdupmax]];
end /. First[endtime[b]], {i, 1, 10000}], 0.1];
Clear[/dn];/dn = SmoothKernelDistribution[Table[Clear[a, b, x0valdn, xbarsep];
a = RandomReal[];
b = x0valdn /. x0valuesdn[xbarsep /. xbarsepfunc, Evaluate[a frtddnmax]];
end /. First[endtime[b]], {i, 1, 10000}], 0.1];
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Step 5: Plot results and check output (*check to make sure that the total probability associated with the
upstream and downstream flow cells sum to unity*)frtdupmax + frtddnmax ⩵ 1(*plot the upstream, downstream, and total RTD PDFs*)
Plot[{frtdupmax CDF[/up, x], frtddnmax CDF[/dn, x],
frtdupmax CDF[/up, x] + frtddnmax CDF[/dn, x]}, {x, -1, 3},
PlotLabels → {"upstream cell", "downstream cell", "total"},
AxesLabel → {"log10(taubar)", "F1,F2, or FRTD"},
PlotStyle → {Blue, Orange, Green}, PlotLabel → CDF]
Plot[{frtdupmax PDF[/up, x], frtddnmax PDF[/dn, x],
frtdupmax PDF[/up, x] + frtddnmax PDF[/dn, x]},{x, -1, 3}, AxesLabel → {"log10(taubar)", "dFRTD/dlog10(tau)"},
PlotStyle → {Blue, Orange, Green}, PlotLabel → PDF]
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Computing Chemistry Solution
Calculation involves 4 steps.
Step 1: Calculate parameters derived from the parame-
ter values
(a) lrmin0 = mineralization constant in log-scale (mol/m3/s).
(b) tr = Respiration time scale (taur, units s).
(c) delta = relative rates of nitrification and respiration (-).
(d) Normalized aerobic saturation constant (kO2SatHat, unitless).
(e) Uptake velocity of oxygen calculated from LINXII data.
(f) alpha = normalized ammonium concentration (-).
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Computing Chemistry Solution
Calculation involves 4 steps.
Step 1: Calculate parameters derived from the parame-
ter values
(a) lrmin0 = mineralization constant in log-scale (mol/m3/s).
(b) tr = Respiration time scale (taur, units s).
(c) delta = relative rates of nitrification and respiration (-).
(d) Normalized aerobic saturation constant (kO2SatHat, unitless).
(e) Uptake velocity of oxygen calculated from LINXII data.
(f) alpha = normalized ammonium concentration (-).
Clear[lrmin0]; lrmin0 = 3.0411 + 1.2571 * Log[10, ER];
Clear[tr]; tr = kO2Sat / (10^lrmin0);
Clear[delta]; delta = tr kNI cO20;
Clear[kO2SatHat]; kO2SatHat = kO2Sat / cO20;
Clear[vfO2exp]; vfO2exp = -ER / cO20
Clear[alpha]; alpha = cNH40 / cO20;
Step 2: Solve the mass balance equations
The following equation is expression of mass balance for the concentrations of 
oxygen (cO2) normalized by in-stream oxygen concentration as a function of 
non-dimensional travel time (taur=tau/tr) through the hyporheic zone.  To 
solve these equations, user must define the ending time of the simulation 
(endtime=log10taur). Note that the starting time is assumed to be tau-
r=10^-10, while the integral stops integrating when the oxygen concentration 
falls below 10^-5 of the in-stream oxygen concentration.
Clear[kO2Satvar, deltavar, alphavar, cO2, cNH4, soln, end];
soln[kO2Satvar_, deltavar_, alphavar_] :=
NDSolve[{(1 / 2.303) cO2'[u] ⩵ (10^u) (-Exp[-((qH0 * tr * 10^u) / (theta * z0))^2] *(cO2[u] / (cO2[u] / kO2Satvar + 1)) - 2 deltavar cO2[u] cNH4[u]),
cO2[-10] ⩵ 1, (1 / 2.303) cNH4'[u] ⩵ (10^u) ( -deltavar cO2[u] cNH4[u]),
cNH4[-10] == alphavar, WhenEvent[cO2[u] < 10^-5, {end = u, "StopIntegration"}]},{cO2, cNH4}, {u, -10, 10}]
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Step 3: Plot the oxygen concentration versus non-
dimensional (tau/tr) travel time through the hyporheic 
zone.  
Clear[sn]; sn = soln[kO2SatHat, delta, alpha];
LogPlot[{cO2[u] /. sn, (cNH4[u] / alpha) /. sn}, {u, -10, 10}, PlotRange → {.00001, 10},
AxesLabel → {"log10(tau/tr)", "C_HZ/C_Stream"}, PlotStyle → {Blue, Orange},
PlotLabels → Placed[{"oxygen", "ammonium"}, {Scaled[1], Before}]]
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Step 4: Calculate vfO2  
vfO2 = (qH0 * (NIntegrate[(cO2[u + Log10[tT / tr]] /. sn)(frtdupmax PDF[/up, u] + frtddnmax PDF[/dn, u]), {u, -10 - Log10[tT / tr],
10 - Log10[tT / tr]}, WorkingPrecision → 10, MinRecursion → 1] - 1))
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B. Direct denitrification uptake velocity Mathematica code 	
Computing RTDs from the Analyti-
cal Solution
Calculation involves 5 steps.
Step 1: Parameter definition (user must specify values 
for the following parameters which apply to all the sce-
narios)
(a) qvbar= the normalized vertical groundwater Darcy flux (-)
(b) theta=porosity (-)
(c) z0=depth of mineralization decay (m)
(d) KO2sat = half-saturation constant for oxygen (mol/m^3)
(e) KNO3sat = half-saturation constant for nitrate (mol/m^3)
(f) KO2inh = Inhibition coefficient for denitrification (mol/m^3)
Clear[qvbar]; qvbar = 0;
Clear[theta]; theta = 0.32;
Clear[z0]; z0 = 0.1;
Clear[kO2Sat]; kO2Sat = 6 * 10^-3;
Clear[kNO3Sat]; kNO3Sat = 0.081;
Clear[kO2Inh]; kO2Inh = 3 * 10^-3;
Step 2: Assign parameter values (chemical + physical) 
specific to each LINXII site
(a) qubar = the normalized horizontal groundwater Darcy flux (-)
(b) qH0 = Characteristic hyporheic exchange flux (m/s)
(c) tT = Characteristic residence time (s)
(d) cO20 = in-stream concentration of oxygen (mol/m^3)
(e) cNO30 = in-stream concentration of nitrate (mol/m^3)
(f) cNH40 = in-stream concentration of ammonium (mol/m^3)
(g) ER = ecosystem respiration (mol/m^2/s)
(h) GPP = gross primary production (mol/m^2/s)
Kimball
Kimball
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 4.34 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.12 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 1.87 * 10^+01;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 1.68 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 0.002;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 7.14 * 10^-5;
Clear[ER]; ER = 4.34 * 10^-06;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 4.92 * 10^-06;
Bernalillo Drain
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 1.12 * 10^-03;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.75 * 10^-04;
Clear[tT]; tT = 9.66 * 10^+01;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 1.87 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 1.43 * 10^-04;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 1.43 * 10^-04;
Clear[ER]; ER = 2.53 * 10^-06;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 3.18 * 10^-06;
Rio Rancho
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 1.43 * 10^-03;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 9.21 * 10^-05;
Clear[tT]; tT = 1.28 * 10^2;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 1.84 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 9.29 * 10^-04;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 2.14 * 10^-04;
Clear[ER]; ER = 3.62 * 10^-06;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 2.35 * 10^-06;
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Giltner
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 2.28 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.78 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 8.95 * 10^+00;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 9.64 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 3.57 * 10^-03;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 2.14 * 10^-04;
Clear[ER]; ER = 4.12 * 10^-06;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 5.86 * 10^-06;
Headquarters
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 1.86 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.63 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 9.38 * 10^+00;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 1.81 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 7.14 * 10^-05;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 2.14 * 10^-04;
Clear[ER]; ER = 2.57 * 10^-06;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 1.19 * 10^-06;
Bullet
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 3.44 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 2.86 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 1.61 * 10^+00;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 3.11 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 2.74 * 10^-02;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 7.86 * 10^-4;
Clear[ER]; ER = 5.64 * 10^-06;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 5.79 * 10^-7;
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Honeysuckle
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 2.34 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 3.24 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 4.82 * 10^+00;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.75 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 2.86 * 10^-04;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 1.50 * 10^-03;
Clear[ER]; ER = 2.86 * 10^-06;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 3.62 * 10^-08;
Black Brook
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 3.60 * 10^-02;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 2.18 * 10^-05;
Clear[tT]; tT = 4.94 * 10^03;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 1.20 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 3.57 * 10^-03;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 2.21 * 10^-03;
Clear[ER]; ER = 1.63 * 10^-06;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 2.17 * 10^-07;
Arcadia
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 4.64 * 10^-05;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.51 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 1.69 * 10^+01;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.05 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 1.96 * 10^-02;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 2.29 * 10^-03;
Clear[ER]; ER = 5.10 * 10^-06;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 2.89 * 10^-07;
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IS118
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 7.70 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.31 * 10^-05;
Clear[tT]; tT = 1.01 * 10^03;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.32 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 7.32 * 10^-02;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 2.79 * 10^-03;
Clear[ER]; ER = 1.45 * 10^-06;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 3.62 * 10^-08;
Sand Creek
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 2.58 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 4.36 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 8.90 * 10^-01;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.74 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 2.02 * 10^-02;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 3.93 * 10^-03;
Clear[ER]; ER = 7.23 * 10^-07;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 7.23 * 10^-08;
Long Meadow Brook
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 4.45 * 10^-05;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 2.27 * 10^-04;
Clear[tT]; tT = 2.55 * 10^+01;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.24 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 7.06 * 10^-02;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 4.50 * 10^-03;
Clear[ER]; ER = 2.96586 * 10^-06;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 1.41 * 10^-06;
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Wayland
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 2.47 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 2.27 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 3.58 * 10^+00;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.41 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 4.96 * 10^-02;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 5.29 * 10^-03;
Clear[ER]; ER = 1.48293 * 10^-06;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 6.51 * 10^-07;
Runaway Brook
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 1.90 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 5.31 * 10^-05;
Clear[tT]; tT = 1.16 * 10 + 02;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.66 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 8.31 * 10^-02;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 5.71 * 10^-03;
Clear[ER]; ER = 1.6276 * 10^-06;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 2.64 * 10^-06;
Jerry Branch
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 3.40 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 3.30 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 2.86 * 10^+00;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.39 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 2.90 * 10^-02;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 7.71 * 10^-03;
Clear[ER]; ER = 1.6276 * 10^-06;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 1.81 * 10^-07;
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Sawmill Brook
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 1.43 * 10^-03;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.04 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 9.08 * 10^+00;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.33 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 3.66 * 10^-02;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 1.81 * 10^-02;
Clear[ER]; ER = 4.34028 * 10^-07;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 1.81 * 10^-08;
IS104
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 4.82 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 2.10 * 10^-05;
Clear[tT]; tT = 4.98 * 10^+02;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 1.59 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 9.54 * 10^-02;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 8.64 * 10^-03;
Clear[ER]; ER = 3.29 * 10^-06;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 2.53 * 10^-07;
DORR
Clear[qubar]; qubar = 4.27 * 10^-04;
Clear[qH0]; qH0 = 1.64 * 10^-03;
Clear[tT]; tT = 1.03 * 10^+01;
Clear[cO20]; cO20 = 2.15 * 10^-01;
Clear[cNO30]; cNO30 = 7.86 * 10^-02;
Clear[cNH40]; cNH40 = 9.14 * 10^-03;
Clear[ER]; ER = 3.15 * 10^-06;
Clear[GPP]; GPP = 2.53 * 10^-07;
Step 3: Define variables and functions 
*F1 and F2 are the CDFs for the upstream and downstream flow cells.
*end (returned by the function “endtime”) is the normalized travel time along 
a streamline through the hyporheic zone with a particular starting position 
x0val along the sediment-water interface (see description in Section 5.2.1 of 
the main text).
*frtdupmax and frtddnmax are the maximum fractions of the hyporheic flux 
circulating through the upstream and downstream flow cells, respectively 
(note that these fractions should add to unity). 
*xbarsep (returned by the function “xbarsepfunc”) is the normalized x - coordi-
nate where the streamline separating the upstream and downstream flow cells 
intersects the sediment-water interface.
*abar is the normalized x - coordinate separating upwelling and downwelling 
regions in the upstream flow cell
*bbar is the normalized x - coordinate separating upwelling and downwelling 
regions in the downstream flow cell
*f1func returns the fraction of the hyporheic exchange flux flowing through the 
upstream flow cell that has starting streamlines between x0bar and abar.
*f2func returns the fraction of the hyporheic exchange flux flowing through the 
downstream flow cell that has starting streamlines between x0bar and bbar.
*x0valup is the normalized x - coordinate at the sediment-water interface 
returned by x0valuesup, denoting the streamline starting position associated 
with a given value of F1
*x0valdn is the normalized x - coordinate at the sediment-water interface 
returned by x0valuesdn, denoting the streamline starting position associated 
with a given value of F2
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Step 3: Define variables and functions 
*F1 and F2 are the CDFs for the upstream and downstream flow cells.
*end (returned by the function “endtime”) is the normalized travel time along 
a streamline through the hyporheic zone with a particular starting position 
x0val along the sediment-water interface (see description in Section 5.2.1 of 
the main text).
*frtdupmax and frtddnmax are the maximum fractions of the hyporheic flux 
circulating through the upstream and downstream flow cells, respectively 
(note that these fractions should add to unity). 
*xbarsep (returned by the function “xbarsepfunc”) is the normalized x - coordi-
nate where the streamline separating the upstream and downstream flow cells 
intersects the sediment-water interface.
*abar is the normalized x - coordinate separating upwelling and downwelling 
regions in the upstream flow cell
*bbar is the normalized x - coordinate separating upwelling and downwelling 
regions in the downstream flow cell
*f1func returns the fraction of the hyporheic exchange flux flowing through the 
upstream flow cell that has starting streamlines between x0bar and abar.
*f2func returns the fraction of the hyporheic exchange flux flowing through the 
downstream flow cell that has starting streamlines between x0bar and bbar.
*x0valup is the normalized x - coordinate at the sediment-water interface 
returned by x0valuesup, denoting the streamline starting position associated 
with a given value of F1
*x0valdn is the normalized x - coordinate at the sediment-water interface 
returned by x0valuesdn, denoting the streamline starting position associated 
with a given value of F2
(*compute the x-coordinate where the separation
streamline intersects the sediment-water interface*)
Clear[xbarsepfunc];
xbarsepfunc := FindRoot[Cos[xbarsep] + qvbar xbarsep ⩵
Cos[ArcTan[qvbar / qubar]] Sqrt[qubar^2 + qvbar^2] + qvbar ArcTan[qvbar / qubar] -
qubar Log[Sqrt[qubar^2 + qvbar^2]], {xbarsep, Pi / 2}](*compute the x-coordinate separating upwelling and
downwelling zones in the upstream flow cell*)
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Clear[abar]; abar = ArcSin[qvbar];(*compute the x-coordinate separating upwelling
and downwelling zones in the downstream flow cell*)
Clear[bbar]; bbar = Pi - ArcSin[qvbar];(*compute the fraction of flow circulating through the upstream flow
cell downwelling between abar and x0bar; this is equal to F1(xobar)*)
Clear[f1func];
f1func[x0bar_] :=(Abs[qvbar] (x0bar - ArcSin[Abs[qvbar]]) - Sqrt[1 - Abs[qvbar]^2] + Cos[x0bar]) /(2 (Abs[qvbar] (Pi / 2 - ArcSin[Abs[qvbar]]) - Sqrt[1 - Abs[qvbar]^2]));(*compute the fraction of flow circulating through the downstream flow
cell downwelling between x0bar and bbar; this is equal to F2(xobar)*)
Clear[f2func];
f2func[x0bar_] :=(Abs[qvbar] (Pi - x0bar - ArcSin[Abs[qvbar]]) - Sqrt[1 - Abs[qvbar]^2] - Cos[x0bar]) /(2 (Abs[qvbar] (Pi / 2 - ArcSin[Abs[qvbar]]) - Sqrt[1 - Abs[qvbar]^2]));(*compute the fraction of the hyporheic exchange flux
associated with the upstream flow cell*)
Clear[frtdupmax]; frtdupmax = f1func[xbarsep /. xbarsepfunc];(*compute the fraction of the hyporheic
exchange flux associated with the downstream flow cell*)
Clear[frtddnmax]; frtddnmax = f2func[xbarsep /. xbarsepfunc];(*compute the streamline starting position
in the upstream flow cell for a given F1 value*)
Clear[x0valuesup, f1val];
x0valuesup[xbarsep_, f1val_] := FindRoot[Abs[qvbar] x0valup + Cos[x0valup] ⩵
2 f1val (Abs[qvbar] (Pi / 2 - ArcSin[qvbar]) - Sqrt[1 - Abs[qvbar]^2]) + Sqrt[1 -
Abs[qvbar]^2] + Abs[qvbar] ArcSin[Abs[qvbar]], {x0valup, (abar + xbarsep) / 2}];(*compute the streamline starting position in the downstream
flow cell for a given F2 value *)
Clear[x0valuesdn, f2val];
x0valuesdn[xbarsep_, f2val_] := FindRoot[Abs[qvbar] x0valdn + Cos[x0valdn] ⩵-2 f2val (Abs[qvbar] (Pi / 2 - ArcSin[qvbar]) - Sqrt[1 - Abs[qvbar]^2]) -
Sqrt[1 - Abs[qvbar]^2] + Abs[qvbar] (Pi - ArcSin[Abs[qvbar]]),{x0valdn, (bbar + xbarsep) / 2}];(*compute the travel time associated with the streamline in either
the upstream or downstream flow cell that starts at x0bar;
the travel time is returned as "end"*)
Clear[endtime];
endtime[x0bar_] :=
NDSolve[{(1 / 2.303) x'[u] == -(10^u) Cos[x[u]] Exp[y[u]] + (10^u) qubar,(1 / 2.303) y'[u] ⩵ -(10^u) Sin[x[u]] Exp[y[u]] + (10^u) qvbar, x[-5] ⩵ x0bar,
y[-5] ⩵ 0, WhenEvent[y[u] > 0, {end = u, "StopIntegration"}]}, {x, y}, {u, -5, 5}];
Step 4: Prepare probability distributions for residence 
times in the upstream and downstream flow cells (note 
this step will take a few moments to complete)
*Dup and Ddn are the probability distributions constructed from 10,000 realiza-
tions of the FRTDs associated with the upstream and downstream flow cells, 
respectively.  
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Step 4: Prepare probability distributions for residence 
times in the upstream and downstream flow cells (note 
this step will take a few moments to complete)
*Dup and Ddn are the probability distributions constructed from 10,000 realiza-
tions of the FRTDs associated with the upstream and downstream flow cells, 
respectively.  
Clear[/up];/up = SmoothKernelDistribution[Table[Clear[a, b, x0valup, xbarsep];
a = RandomReal[];
b = x0valup /. x0valuesup[xbarsep /. xbarsepfunc, Evaluate[a frtdupmax]];
end /. First[endtime[b]], {i, 1, 10000}], 0.1];
Clear[/dn];/dn = SmoothKernelDistribution[Table[Clear[a, b, x0valdn, xbarsep];
a = RandomReal[];
b = x0valdn /. x0valuesdn[xbarsep /. xbarsepfunc, Evaluate[a frtddnmax]];
end /. First[endtime[b]], {i, 1, 10000}], 0.1];
Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
Step 5: Plot results and check output 
(*check to make sure that the total probability associated with the
upstream and downstream flow cells sum to unity*)frtdupmax + frtddnmax ⩵ 1(*plot the upstream, downstream, and total RTD PDFs*)
Plot[{frtdupmax CDF[/up, x], frtddnmax CDF[/dn, x],
frtdupmax CDF[/up, x] + frtddnmax CDF[/dn, x]}, {x, -1, 3},
PlotLabels → {"upstream cell", "downstream cell", "total"},
AxesLabel → {"log10(taubar)", "F1,F2, or FRTD"},
PlotStyle → {Blue, Orange, Green}, PlotLabel → CDF]
Plot[{frtdupmax PDF[/up, x], frtddnmax PDF[/dn, x],
frtdupmax PDF[/up, x] + frtddnmax PDF[/dn, x]},{x, -1, 3}, AxesLabel → {"log10(taubar)", "dFRTD/dlog10(tau)"},
PlotStyle → {Blue, Orange, Green}, PlotLabel → PDF]
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Computing Chemistry Solution
Calculation involves 4 steps.
Step 1: Calculate parameters derived from the parame-
ter values
(a) kNI = nitrification rate constant (m3/mol/s).
(b) rmin0= mineralization constant (mol/m3/s).
(c) Respiration time scale (taur, units s).
(d) delta = relative rates of nitrification and respiration (-).
(e) Normalized aerobic saturation constant (kO2SatHat, unitless).
(f) Normalized denitrification saturation constant (kNO3SatHat, unitless).
(g) Normalized Inhibition constant (kNO2InhHat, unitless).
(h) alpha = normalized ammonium concentration (-).
(i) beta = normalized nitrate concentration (-).
(j) kappa = ratio of denitrified organic carbon molecules to nitrate molecules 
(unitless).
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Computing Chemistry Solution
Calculation involves 4 steps.
Step 1: Calculate parameters derived from the parame-
ter values
(a) kNI = nitrification rate constant (m3/mol/s).
(b) rmin0= mineralization constant (mol/m3/s).
(c) Respiration time scale (taur, units s).
(d) delta = relative rates of nitrification and respiration (-).
(e) Normalized aerobic saturation constant (kO2SatHat, unitless).
(f) Normalized denitrification saturation constant (kNO3SatHat, unitless).
(g) Normalized Inhibition constant (kNO2InhHat, unitless).
(h) alpha = normalized ammonium concentration (-).
(i) beta = normalized nitrate concentration (-).
(j) kappa = ratio of denitrified organic carbon molecules to nitrate molecules 
(unitless).
Clear[kNI]; kNI = 10^-2.67
Clear[rmin0]; rmin0 = 10^(3.0411 + 1.2571 * Log10[ER])
Clear[tr]; tr = kO2Sat / (rmin0)
Clear[delta]; delta = tr kNI cO20
Clear[kO2SatHat]; kO2SatHat = kO2Sat / cO20
Clear[kNO3SatHat]; kNO3SatHat = kNO3Sat / cO20
Clear[kO2InhHat]; kO2InhHat = kO2Inh / cO20
Clear[alpha]; alpha = cNH40 / cO20
Clear[beta]; beta = cNO30 / cO20
Clear[kappa]; kappa = 10^(-6.30 - 1.00 * Log10[GPP])
Step 2: Solve the mass balance equations (no ammonifica-
tion)  
The following equation is expression of mass balance for the concentrations of 
oxygen (cO2), ammonium (cNH4), and nitrate (in stream: cNO3, and gener-
ated from in-stream ammonium cNO3N), and nitrogen gas generated from in-
stream nitrate (cN2) and in-stream nitrified ammonium (cN2N) normalized by 
in-stream oxygen concentration as a function of non-dimensional travel time 
(taur=tau/tr) through the hyporheic zone.
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Step 2: Solve the mass balance equations (no ammonifica-
tion)  
The following equation is expression of mass balance for the concentrations of 
oxygen (cO2), ammonium (cNH4), and nitrate (in stream: cNO3, and gener-
ated from in-stream ammonium cNO3N), and nitrogen gas generated from in-
stream nitrate (cN2) and in-stream nitrified ammonium (cN2N) normalized by 
in-stream oxygen concentration as a function of non-dimensional travel time 
(taur=tau/tr) through the hyporheic zone.
Clear[kO2Satvar, kNO3Satvar, kO2Inhvar, deltavar, alphavar,
betavar, kappavar, cO2, cNH4, cNO3, cNO3N, cN2N, cN2, solnnoAM, end];
solnnoAM[kO2Satvar_, kNO3Satvar_, kO2Inhvar_, deltavar_,
alphavar_, betavar_, kappavar_, tr_] :=
NDSolve[{(1 / 2.303) cO2'[u] ⩵ (10^u) (-Exp[-((qH0 * tr * 10^u) / (theta * z0))^2](cO2[u] / (cO2[u] / kO2Satvar + 1)) - 2 deltavar cO2[u] cNH4[u]),
cO2[-10] == 1, (1 / 2.303) cNH4'[u] ⩵ (10^u) ( -deltavar cO2[u] cNH4[u]),
cNH4[-10] == alphavar, (1 / 2.303) cNO3'[u] ⩵(10^u) (-Exp[-((qH0 * tr * 10^u) / (theta * z0))^2] kappavar kO2Satvar kO2Inhvar
cNO3[u] / ((cO2[u] + kO2Inhvar) (cNO3[u] + cNO3N[u] + kNO3Satvar ))),
cNO3[-10] == betavar, (1 / 2.303) cNO3N'[u] ⩵ (10^u) (deltavar cO2[u] cNH4[u] -
Exp[-((qH0 * tr * 10^u) / (theta * z0))^2] kappavar kO2Satvar kO2Inhvar
cNO3N[u] / ((cO2[u] + kO2Inhvar) (cNO3[u] + cNO3N[u] + kNO3Satvar ))),
cNO3N[-10] ⩵ 0, (1 / 2.303) cN2N'[u] == (10^u)((1 / 2) Exp[-((qH0 * tr * 10^u) / (theta * z0))^2] kappavar kO2Satvar kO2Inhvar
cNO3N[u] / ((cO2[u] + kO2Inhvar) (cNO3[u] + cNO3N[u] + kNO3Satvar ))),
cN2N[-10] ⩵ 0, (1 / 2.303) cN2'[u] == (10^u)((1 / 2) Exp[-((qH0 * tr * 10^u) / (theta * z0))^2] kappavar kO2Satvar kO2Inhvar
cNO3[u] / ((cO2[u] + kO2Inhvar) (cNO3[u] + cNO3N[u] + kNO3Satvar ))),
cN2[-10] ⩵ 0, WhenEvent[cO2[u] < 10^-5, cO2[u] → 0],
WhenEvent[cNH4[u] < 10^-5, cNH4[u] → 0],
WhenEvent[(cNO3[u] + cNO3N[u]) / beta < 10^-5, {end = u, "StopIntegration"}]},{cO2, cNH4, cNO3, cNO3N, cN2N, cN2}, {u, -10, 10}];
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Step 3: Plot the concentration profiles versus non-
dimensional (tau/tr) travel time through the hyporheic 
zone.  
Clear[snnoAM];
snnoAM = solnnoAM[kO2SatHat, kNO3SatHat, kO2InhHat, delta, alpha, beta, kappa, tr];
LogPlot[{cO2[u] /. snnoAM, (cNH4[u] / alpha) /. snnoAM,(cNO3[u] + cNO3N[u]) / beta /. snnoAM}, {u, -3, 10}, PlotRange → {.00001, 10},
AxesLabel → {"log10(tau/tr)", "C_HZ/C_Stream"}, PlotStyle → {Blue, Orange, Green},
PlotLabels → Placed[{"oxygen", "ammonium", "nitrate"}, {Scaled[1], Before}]]
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Step 4: Calculate direct denitrification uptake velocity 
(m/s). 
vfden = 2 * ((qH0 / beta) * (NIntegrate[(cN2[u + Log10[tT / tr]] /. snnoAM)(frtdupmax PDF[/up, u] + frtddnmax PDF[/dn, u]),{u, -10 - Log10[tT / tr], 10 - Log10[tT / tr]}, WorkingPrecision → 10]))
In[1]:= Export["vfden.pdf", EvaluationNotebook[]]
Out[1]= vfden.pdf
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